
to love your
neighbor

to Clothe a
Child

IT  TAKES A Village
COMMUNITY SCAVENGER HUNT

FEBRUARY 1-21 ,  2022
WWW.STEINBACHFRC.CA

EACH  SQUARE  IS  YOUR  ENTRY  TO  WIN !  

TAG  @STEINBACHFAMILY  #SFRCVILLAGE2022  

FULL  CONTEST RULES AT  WWW.STEINBACHFRC.CA
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to
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to Go the
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to be
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to have
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to get 
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to be a
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to break
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to offer
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to work
together

to build
trust



 

This fun, free, family-friendly

event is your chance to connect

with friends, support your

community, and have some fun

while participating in safe, healthy

activities that keep you connected

to each other and our community!

Steinbach Family Resource Centre and all event Sponsors are not liable for any injury or damage to personal property as a result of any individual's participation in this event.

All participation is voluntary and there is no cost to participate or to be entered into the prize draws.

 

IT  TAKES A Village
COMMUNITY SCAVENGER HUNT

Let's Play!
SFRC Scavenger Hunt activities completed are your chance to win fun prizes! Each

activity square completed counts as one entry for our grand prize draws. 
 

To be eligible, each activity square must meet all criteria as follows 
(one entry per square, per household):

 1. Post & Tag a photo on Instagram @SteinbachFamily or 
Facebook @SteinbachFamilyResource

2. Tag the appropriate sponsor/business on social media using their listed username. 
3. Include the hashtag #SFRCVillage2022

4. Be taken and posted between February 1-21st, 2022.

Third Prize: Getaway adventure: (Value $950)
2 night stay mariaggi's hotel, 2 golf passes assiniboine golf club, cart rental,

 $60 gift card to confusion corner bar & grill, Suitcase & Treat basket
Second Prize: family adventure: (Value $1250)

Custom firepit ring, family lawn chairs & firepit accessories, 2 Family passes to hoopla island (pinawa) 
2 adult & 2 toddler bicycles, compact video streaming drone 

first Prize: local adventure : (value $1600)
E-Bike(Hyper 36v Electric 20 inch Radster), mini dirtbike(Razor MX350 24-Volt), 

 Video HD Streaming Drone, $200 gift basket from love local

to offer comfort: share a warm beverage with a friend or family member - virtually
or in person. snap a selfie or a screenshot for your entry and tag @timhortons

to Find your way: we've got a real hunt for you! tag @funks_toyota_steinbach  and
head to 49°31'36.5"N 96°42'46.3"W to complete this activity square. 

to go the distance: Show us your best winter slide! Sleds, discs, racers, boards, skis,
or a piece of cardboard! Share a photo or video! Tag @big_freight_systems

to work together: locate the mystery item at canadian tire steinbach & submit a
photo with the in-store location aisle#! 

to thrive: head to good n natural and snap a selfie in their new intentional living
section - tell us your favorite GNN Bath bomb scent! Tag @goodnnatural

to be a friend: pets are family too! snap a selfie with your favourite non-human or
furry friend, and tag @petvetsteinbach

to lift someone up: tag @hanoverdoorsystems in a random act of kindness. shovel,
drop off a fresh batch of muffins, or get creative with your own ideas!

to feel at home :  fort building is back this year with @abbypeters_c21 tag us and
our fort-building sponsor in your indoor or outdoor fort!  

to care for each other: giving great customer service starts with ourselves. show
yourself some extra care and tag @pbxtruckservice in your self-care activity.

to clothe a child :  we continue to be a resource for hundreds of families each year.
Visit our clothing cafe and take an item to keep or to gift. tag

to break new ground: ice fishing is a winter staple! visit @friesendrillers for a
unique ice fishing challenge to complete this square!

to raise a reader: find a local free library, tag us  and leave or take a book! watch
our social media for hints on where to find these hidden gems.

to build trust: get constructive! build something with lego and post your photo
tagging @steinbachfamilyresource in your creation.

to love your neighbor: Winter can be rough! tag @enexsiding and send some virtual
love to a local business that is making our community a better place, tell us why!

to explore: head to @clearspringcentre, Tag & snap a selfie in front of your favorite
store or booth. watch for our feature activity day for a special bonus.

to be creative: Get your artsy side ready! head to www.brioinsurance.ca and
complete their colouring page for this entry! tag @brioinsurance

to feed a family: show us your go-to recipe featuring a granny's product. (Or try
something new!)  Make sure to tag @grannys.poultry to complete this activity.

to get active: it can be challenging to stay active in the cold winter months. tag
@steinbachs4s as you play your favorite winter sport! 

to have fun: support families with your donation of a new or gently used toy or book
at our clothing cafe to complete this square. tag us! @steinbachfamilyresource

to keep warm: a winter fire hits different! find and Snap a selfie at a Barkman's fire
pit for this activity entry. tag @barkmanconcrete

@steinbachfamilyresource


